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DAY RIDING SAFARI
A 5-night itinerary is the perfect introduction to the
Delta. Guests explore the area from Kujwana Delta
Camp, a wilderness in the heart of the Okavango
Delta, enjoying wonderful riding with picnic
lunches, a bush dinner, and other experiences
including Mokoro, bush walks and tracking, game
drives and power boats (water permitting.) 
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You'll be met at Maun Airport by our Maun office
team before a 20 minute transfer by helicopter
straight into camp, or by light aircraft to the
nearest airstrip, which is then roughly an hour’s
drive to camp by vehicle or boat. 

Once you arrive in camp you will be given time to
settle in before lunch/afternoon tea and an
introduction talk with a demonstration on tack
and advice on game viewing from horseback.
This is followed by an orientation ride for
approximately 1 – 2hours.

DAY 1



DAY 2
Wake up each day is half an hour before dawn to ensure
best game viewing. After breakfast, a morning ride in the
Xudum area, wading through lush green malapos that
lead you from island to island, surprising a timid reedbuck
out his dense cover on a heavily wooded island, or enjoy
the herds of lechwe and zebra moving through the open
spaces.

In the afternoon head out for a peaceful mokoro
expedition on the river and enjoy the tranquility of the
Delta from our dug out canoes. Enjoy the beautiful colours
of the Delta as the sun starts to sink behind the horizon.



DAY 3
A full morning ride heading to the east exploring
the Qwaapu area – a different river system with
exciting game viewing opportunities and a different
landscape. 

Return to camp for lunch followed by a siesta.
Afternoon game drive with sunset drinks, followed
by a bush dinner and an evening night drive.



DAY 4
A full day ride from Kujwana Camp, of approximately 30km heading northwest. The route moves
through open floodplains and scattered islands towards the Matsebe river system, where you will
see a wide variety of game. 

A picnic lunch is served on a shady island followed by siesta with camp beds, maybe a swim, and
then a further 2 hours ride in the afternoon. Arrive at back at Kujwana Camp at sunset and enjoy
a refreshing drink as you admire the stunning views over the floodplain.



DAY 5 & 6
A full morning ride exploring the southern Matsebi area.
This ride moves through a variety of game areas fording
the Matsebi River through numerous hippo channels. 

Afternoon a game drive or power boat to hippo pans; a
great area for bush walks and tracking. The vehicle drops
you off and you can walk to the platforms for sunset
drinks. The platforms are 4 meters above the ground,
camouflaged by a canopy of mangosteen trees. Enjoy the
great view and wildlife moving freely below you.

DAY 6
Early morning game ride if flight time permits. 



Thank you for the fantastic five days of
wonder. Our family had such a great
time and truly enjoyed every second.
The highlight was our experiences with
the guides – we will never forget the
“Bush Brothers” – their antics and
stories are etched in our memories. 
The staff were fantastic, although I will
always look at curried chicken in a
different light – thinking of baboons!
Thank you again for everything.

SAM, JONE, EMMA & MAGGIE 
SAMPSON-WEIRICHS

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION PLEASE VISIT OKAVANGOHORSE.COM

https://okavangohorse.com/

